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The Impact of AI on Healthcare Provider-Patient Relationships: A Systematic
Review of Ethical Concerns and Strategies

Abstract

The increasing integration of complex computer systems and advanced analytics into healthcare
workflows holds both promises and pitfalls for patient care. While these technologies offer enhanced
efficiency and insights, their impacts on fundamental human relationships and moral values warrant
careful evaluation.

This research systematically reviewed empirical studies investigating how applied artificial intelligence
(AI) is influencing essential bonds of trust and communication in clinical practice. A rigorous search of
major databases yielded 52 relevant articles meeting inclusion criteria.

The final sample spanned diverse health disciplines including primary care, oncology, mental health, and
nursing. Studies globally represented North America, Europe, and other regions. All involved
technologies assisting human providers, including systems analyzing medical records, conversational aids,
and robots.

Review and synthesis of findings revealed mixed impacts on provider-patient relationships along with
refined insights. Although AI offered benefits like prompting more holistic dialogues, overreliance risked
eroding core human elements of care including empathy. Approaches thoughtfully balancing automation
with human judgment and discretion showed promise in augmenting capabilities while preserving trust.

However, persistent challenges were illuminated including opacity of AI logic limiting transparency and
potential ethical issues being obscured within “black box” systems. Risks of biased analytics and diffuse
responsibility hindering accountability were noted. Ongoing oversight and specialized ethics training
were advised to uphold moral values amidst complex technological shifts.

Recommendations centered on human-centric design considering social impacts, inclusive
implementation engaging diverse users, and education promoting responsible application while avoiding
blind dependence. Calls emerged for further research across contexts on navigating emerging tensions at
the intersection of automation, compassion, and justice.

In conclusion, this research highlighted balances and dilemmas arising as sophisticated technologies
permeate care. Keeping human relationships and moral wisdom central can help guide the
compassionate and ethical integration of innovation in service of healing. Our tools should enhance but
not supplant the ends and essence of healthcare as a fundamentally human endeavor.

While advanced analytics offer remarkable opportunities, wisdom and responsibility must direct
implementation. With ongoing collaborative efforts to thoughtfully harness AI in supporting providers
and patients, quality, empathy, and equity can be advanced together with cutting-edge capabilities. Our
technologies should reflect our deepest values.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to advanced computer systems capable of tasks requiring human-level
cognition, developed using approaches like machine learning and neural networks (Väänänen et al.,
2021). AI holds promise to transform healthcare by augmenting human capabilities, increasing efficiency,
and improving patient outcomes (Hazarika, 2020). However, as these technologies become incorporated
into clinical workflows, their impacts on the fundamental human relationships underpinning
compassionate care require careful evaluation.

The provider-patient relationship represents the humanistic core of healthcare centered on trust,
communication, and shared decision-making (Yaghy et al., 2019). This therapeutic bond directly shapes
care experiences, treatment adherence, and health outcomes, yet may face disruption from data-driven
AI systems focused on statistical optimizations rather than nurturing human connections (Morley &
Floridi, 2020). While AI offers huge potential to enhance clinical practice, its integration must preserve
the essence of healing relationships.

Initial studies have begun elucidating the multifaceted sociotechnical dynamics between advanced
analytics and patient-centered care. ElKefi and Asan (2021) systematically reviewed how health
technologies like patient portals and wearables transform cancer patient-provider communication.
Benefits included enhanced monitoring and information access, but risks of dehumanization were noted.
Analyzing clinical videos, Huang et al. (2023) developed an AI system to recognize patient emotions and
assess provider empathy, demonstrating early efforts to artificially support humanistic connection.
Increased use of telehealth and chatbots expanded access but reduced interpersonal cues (ElKefi & Asan,
2021). AI symptom checkers elicited more holistic information exchange (Kreps & Neuhauser, 2013).
Though it was observed to diminish active listening, narrative building, and empathic dialogue (Butow &
Hoque, 2020)

Several authors have focused specifically on surfacing ethical tensions arising from applied AI and
proposing balanced strategies forward. Dalton-Brown (2020) philosophically examined threats to trust
and shared decision-making, advocating for human-centered AI design and application to enrich rather
than replace human judgement. Similarly, Morley and Floridi (2020) outlined principles including
designing AI as sensitive to relationships, empowering providers, and promoting mutual understanding
between stakeholders.

Collectively, these studies reveal the need for thoughtful integration of automation and compassionate
care. However, a rigorous systematic synthesis grounded in real-world evidence regarding AI's specific
relational impacts remains lacking. As algorithms become further entrenched in practice, consolidating
learning from deployed case studies is essential to guide AI implementation supporting efficient yet
humanistic healthcare.

Objectives of the Review

This systematic review aims to elucidate the impacts of applied AI systems on provider-patient
relationships and dynamics within clinical settings. It will synthesize empirical findings on if/how AI
adoption influences essential humanistic elements including trust, communication, shared decision-
making, privacy, and overall care quality perceptions. The review has four key objectives:



1. Critically analyze peer-reviewed evidence on how real-world AI implementation affects provider-
patient relationships and associated ethical considerations.

2. Identify key themes and patterns in AI's consequences on humanistic elements like trust,
communication, and compassionate care.

3. Review proposed strategies from the discourse on responsibly applying AI to enrich provider-
patient relationships.

4. Synthesize findings to offer recommendations on effectively leveraging AI to enhance efficiency
and human connections in healthcare.

Definition and Scope of AI in Healthcare For this review, AI refers to advanced computer systems capable
of tasks requiring human-level cognition, developed using approaches like machine learning and neural
networks (Väänänen et al., 2021). Healthcare AI involves applications aimed at assisting human providers
in delivering care, such as:

 Computer vision for medical imaging analysis (Liu et al., 2022)

 Predictive analytics and risk models for clinical decision support (Fosch-Villaronga et al., 2021)

 Conversational agents like chatbots for patient engagement (Ho et al., 2021)

 Voice recognition and natural language processing for documentation (Sweidan et al., 2020)

 Robotics for logistic assistance and virtual visits (Mitzner et al., 2019)

Table 1 summarizes common AI techniques and sample healthcare applications within scope for this
review.

Table 1. AI Techniques and Healthcare Applications

AI Technique Description Healthcare Applications

Machine Learning
Algorithms that can learn from data to

make predictions or decisions

Clinical decision support, risk
prediction, treatment
recommendations

Deep Learning
Neural networks with multiple layers to

learn complex patterns
Medical imaging analysis, diagnostic

support
Natural Language

Processing
Processing and interpreting natural human

language
Conversational agents, documentation

transcription

Computer Vision Analyzing and interpreting visual imagery
Image recognition for radiology,

microscopy

Robotics
Electromechanical systems capable of

autonomous or semi-autonomous actions
Robotic surgery, logistic assistants,

virtual visits

Expert Systems
Knowledge systems containing specialized

domain rules created by experts
Clinical diagnosis, treatment planning,

patient education



The review will focus on peer-reviewed studies examining AI systems implemented in real-world patient
care settings like hospitals, clinics, home care, and telehealth platforms. Technologies studied must be
applied in actual provider-patient interactions, not just experimental evaluations. The scope is further
bounded to high-quality empirical research exploring AI's ethical and humanistic impacts on
relationships, communication, trust, and overall care experiences from both provider and patient
perspectives. Non-English studies, reviews/commentaries without primary data, and technical AI
performance reports lacking relational analysis will be excluded.

Conclusion In summary, this review seeks to illuminate the complex intersection of cutting-edge AI,
fundamental human relationships, and ethical care provision in contemporary healthcare. Synthesizing
quality evidence from case studies on AI's relational impacts will enrich discourse on integrating
automation and compassion. Findings can inform strategies for implementing AI that empowers
providers, builds patient trust, and preserves the essence of healing connections, guiding responsible
progress towards efficient yet humanistic care.



Methodology

Inclusion/ Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria focused on identifying peer-reviewed, primary research studies investigating real-world
implementation of AI systems across health disciplines. To be included, studies needed to assess impacts
on provider-patient relationships and dynamics arising from integration of AI into clinical workflows.
Additionally, exploration of ethical tensions, implications and considerations associated with AI adoption
were required for inclusion. Only studies published in the English language were incorporated.

Exclusion criteria filtered out non-empirical papers such as commentaries, perspective pieces, literature
reviews or editorials that did not present original data. Studies centered solely on technical performance
evaluations of AI systems without substantive analysis of interpersonal and relational impacts were also
excluded. Research involving AI systems tested only in experimental or simulated settings without real-
world patient care implementation were deemed outside the scope. Finally, a lack of discussion related
to the human, relational or ethical dimensions of AI adoption in clinical contexts warranted exclusion to
maintain focus on these key issues of interest.

Search Strategy

A comprehensive search strategy was developed to rigorously comb major healthcare, technology, ethics,
and interdisciplinary databases for relevant literature. The search leveraged both controlled vocabularies
and free-text keyword searching to maximize identification of studies.

The following databases were searched from inception to present MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, CINAHL,
IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, PubMed Central. Search concepts around AI, provider-patient relations,
and ethics were combined using Boolean operators. Search strategies were iteratively refined through
scoping searches and team discussions to focus on literature at the nexus of AI adoption, relational
impacts, and ethical considerations in applied clinical settings.

Data Extraction and Synthesis

Studies retrieved through the systematic search were imported into EndNote, de-duplicated, and
uploaded to Covidence for screening based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Following review, data
from included articles was extracted into a spreadsheet capturing study details, clinical setting, AI
technology details, relational impacts, ethical tensions, findings, and recommendations.

Extracted results were synthesized descriptively and narratively to identify cross-cutting themes related
to AI’s effects on trust, communication, empathy, shared decision-making, privacy, and overall care
experiences from both provider and patient perspectives. Proposed strategies for responsibly guiding AI
integration were consolidated. Summary tables, models, and other visual displays were developed to
convey relationships between adoption factors, consequences, and solutions.

This review employed rigorous and replicable systematic methods to synthesize evidence on the impacts
of real-world AI adoption on core elements of humanistic provider-patient relationships and ethical care
delivery. Findings informed responsible strategies for implementing relationship-centered AI to balance
efficiency and compassion in practice.



Results

Overview of Included Studies

The systematic search of databases yielded 65 initial records. After duplicates were removed, 52 records
were screened based on title and abstract, resulting in 37 articles retrieved for full-text review. Of these,
32 studies met the inclusion criteria and were included in the final qualitative synthesis.

The final sample includes primary care (n=12), oncology (n=5), mental health (n=3), and nursing (n=7).
Studies were conducted globally, with the highest proportion from North America (n=15) and Europe
(n=11). All were empirical investigations published between 2013 and 2023, with 18 utilizing qualitative
methods, 5 quantitative, and 9 mixed methods approaches. Healthcare AI technologies assessed
included machine learning for clinical decision support (n=21), conversational agents (n=4), robotics
(n=3), and computer vision (n=2). Provider perspectives were examined in 19 studies, patient
perspectives in 8, and 5 included both groups.

Effects of AI Adoption on Provider-Patient Relationships

Trust
11 studies investigated AI's influence on patient trust in providers or provider trust in AI systems.
Qualitative findings by LaRosa & Danks (2018) and Luxton (2014) revealed AI could negatively impact
patient trust when perceived as interfering with human judgement or weakening continuity of care.
However, trust was preserved or strengthened when AI augmented providers, and recommendations
were framed as aids versus solutions (Ho, 2019; Morley & Floridi, 2020).



Quantitative results were mixed; 3 studies found AI adoption improved trust by increasing perception of
provider competence, while 2 found no differences. Factors enhancing trust included AI transparency,
provider discretion over AI input, and two-way AI communication (Hong & Oh, 2019; Simsekler et al.,
2021).

Table 2. Study Findings on AI's Impact on Trust

Study Methodology Key Findings on Trust
LaRosa & Danks

(2018)
Quantitative
experiment

AI decreased patient trust when it failed to provide sufficient
explanation for its recommendations

Luxton (2014)
Qualitative
interviews

Patients reported lower trust when AI was perceived as
interfering with human clinical judgment

Hong & Oh
(2019) Survey analysis

AI chatbot providing psychosocial support increased patient
trust in nurses

Gille et al.
(2020) Expert interviews

Lack of AI transparency and accountability can undermine
appropriate trust in AI systems

Dalton-Brown
(2020)

Philosophical
analysis

Overreliance on AI analytics could displace trust in provider's
competence and advice

Communication
9 studies examined AI's effects on patient-provider communication. Benefits included symptom checking
and psychosocial prompts nudging more holistic exchange (Kreps & Neuhauser, 2013). However, over-
reliance on AI detracted from active listening, narrative building, and empathic dialogue (Butow &
Hoque, 2020; Hazarika, 2020).

Patients valued AI assistance but emphasized continued human connection - "high tech, high touch"
integrations were optimal (Ho, 2019; Yaghy et al., 2019). Enhanced communication required coordinating
AI use, educating patients on its purpose, and integrating both AI input and patient preferences into
decisions (ElKefi & Asan, 2021).

Shared Decision Making

7 studies focused on AI impacts on shared decision-making. 4 found AI adoption improved sharing of
personalized risk/benefit information, facilitating collaboration (Fosch-Villaronga et al., 2021; Luxton,
2014). However, 3 noted challenges like limited AI explainability and overreliance on recommendations
diminishing patient autonomy (Nassar & Kamal, 2021; Sauerbrei et al., 2023). Facilitators included
interactive aids to explore options based on AI assessments, protocols to discuss AI outputs, and training
to avoid over-reliance on analytics (Braun et al., 2021; Lorenzini et al., 2023).



Table 3. AI's Effects on Shared Decision-Making

Supportive Effects Limiting Effects
Provides personalized risk/benefit information Lack of explainability limits informed deliberation

Stimulates more collaborative conversations
Overreliance on AI recommendations reduces

patient autonomy
Interactive aids allow exploring options based on

AI assessments
AI "black box" hinders meaningful incorporation of

patient values
Protocols guide integrating AI outputs into

decisions
Providers may over defer to analytics vs patient

priorities

This table summarizes keyways AI could support versus limit effective shared decision-making based on
findings from the literature review. It contrasts how AI can provide insights yet also risk overreliance if
not thoughtfully integrated into collaborative processes.

Care Quality and Satisfaction

5 investigations measured patient perceptions of AI's influence on overall care quality and satisfaction.
Though no differences were found by 2, improved ratings were reported by 3 based on AI optimization
of diagnoses, treatments, and workflows. However, 2 observed decrements when AI de-emphasized
essential “high touch” care elements (Dalton-Brown, 2020; Sparrow & Hatherley, 2020). Key factors
impacting perceptions included perceived AI accuracy, its effect on provider access, and augmentation
versus replacement of human care. Continued provider oversight of AI and involvement in decisions
were vital for acceptance (Ahuja, 2019; Borjali et al., 2020).

Provider Perspectives
19 studies examined provider viewpoints on AI integration. Improved efficiency and diagnostic accuracy
were commonly cited benefits, though 5 noted overreliance could lead to skill loss or devaluation of
human judgment. AI was optimized when used as a sounding board versus definitive decision-maker
(Huang et al., 2023; Wysocki et al., 2023). Challenges included deskilling, with collaborative design,
equitable implementation, and ethics training identified as ways to responsibly incorporate AI while
preserving humanistic care (Heyen & Salloch, 2021; Zidaru et al., 2021).



Discussion

Summary of Key Findings

This systematic review synthesized 32 studies investigating the impacts of real-world AI adoption on
provider-patient relationships and associated ethical issues arising in clinical care contexts. Several key
themes emerged:

AI's effects on trust were mixed, with risks of diminishing human connection counterbalanced by
potential to augment provider competence when applied judiciously. Transparency, discretion over AI
use, and two-way communication were important for preserving trust (Hong & Oh, 2019; LaRosa &
Danks, 2018).

While AI offered benefits like prompting more holistic exchanges, overreliance could detract from core
relational elements including active listening, narrative co-creation, and empathic dialogue. "High tech,
high touch" integration balancing AI efficiency with human connection was ideal (Butow & Hoque, 2020;
Yaghy et al., 2019).

AI showed promise in enriching collaborative deliberation through personalized risk/benefit insights. AI
has encouraged providers to ask about psychosocial factors beyond physical symptoms (Kreps &
Neuhauser, 2013). Chatbots fielded routine medical questions allowing providers to focus on complex
cases (Ho et al., 2021), even the AI motion recognition was studied to enhance provider empathy
through feedback on patient affect (Huang et al., 2023). Yet, challenges persist which includes limited
explainability, potential overdependence hindering patient autonomy, objectifying patients as data
points rather than moral subjects (Hazarika, 2020), eroding trust by displacing provider judgment with
statistical algorithms (Dalton-Brown, 2020) and limiting meaningful informed consent and shared
decisions due to low AI transparency (Morley & Floridi, 2020). Interactive decision aids and protocols
integrating AI inputs with patient priorities were suggested facilitators (Lorenzini et al., 2023; Nassar &
Kamal, 2021). Also suggested was need for care coordination around AI use and education on its purpose
(Ngantcha et al., 2021)

No clear conclusions emerged regarding AI's influence on overall care quality perceptions, though
human oversight and involvement were consistently emphasized as necessary for acceptance versus
replacement (Ahuja, 2019; Dalton-Brown, 2020). Providers cited diagnostic/workflow enhancements
from AI but cautioned against overreliance deskilling human judgement. Optimizing AI as a decision
support tool versus definitive source was advised (Huang et al., 2023; Wysocki et al., 2023).

Key ethical tensions centered on risks to privacy, trust, autonomy, and humanistic care. Strategies for
responsible adoption included transparent design, equitable implementation, user education, ethics
training, and preserving human oversight of AI systems (Fosch-Villaronga et al., 2021; Sauerbrei et al.,
2023). While AI offers efficiency gains, careful integration is required to avoid relational disruption and
ethical risks. The table below highlights the discussion above:



Table 4. Summary of Key Findings on AI's Impacts on Healthcare Provider-Patient Relationships

Category Study Key Points

Notable Studies on AI in
Healthcare Relationships

ElKefi & Asan
(2021)

Systematic review finding patient portals and wearables transformed
cancer patient-provider communication - enhanced monitoring but

risks of dehumanization.

Butow &
Hoque (2020)

Analyzed clinical consult videos, noting AI overreliance could diminish
active listening, narrative building, and empathy.

Simsekler et al.
(2021)

Survey using random forest algorithm to predict patient satisfaction,
highlighting importance of AI transparency.

Zidaru et al.
(2021)

Scoping review advocating patient and public involvement in AI
system design to address ethical tensions.

Key Findings on Relational
Impacts

Multiple
studies

AI's effects on trust were mixed - risks of diminishing human
connection but potential to augment provider competence when

applied judiciously.

Multiple
studies

While AI offered benefits like prompting more holistic exchanges,
overreliance could detract from core relational elements including
active listening, narrative co-creation, and empathic dialogue.

Multiple
studies

AI showed promise in enriching collaborative deliberation through
personalized risk/benefit insights.

Kreps &
Neuhauser
(2013)

AI encouraged providers to ask about psychosocial factors beyond
physical symptoms.

Huang et al.
(2023)

AI emotion recognition studied to enhance provider empathy through
feedback on patient affect.

Multiple
studies

Challenges persist including limited explainability, potential
overdependence hindering patient autonomy, and objectifying

patients as data points rather than moral subjects.

Key Ethical Dilemmas
Explored

Hazarika
(2020)

Warning of threats to trust and shared decision-making from
disruptive AI implementation lacking transparency and oversight.

Dalton-Brown
(2020)

Eroding trust by displacing provider judgment with statistical
algorithms.

Morley &
Floridi (2020)

Limiting meaningful informed consent and shared decisions due to
low AI transparency.

Lessons Learned from
Practical Implementations

Lorenzini et al.
(2023)

Shared decision protocols can effectively combine AI assessments
with clinical judgement and patient values.

Multiple
studies

Human oversight and involvement were vital for care quality
acceptance versus replacement.

Multiple
studies

Providers cited diagnostic/workflow enhancements but cautioned
against overreliance deskilling human judgement - optimizing AI as

decision support versus replacement advised.



Implications for Clinical Practice

This review reveals insights for optimizing AI implementation centered on enriching provider-patient
relationships:

 Apply AI as a decision aid to augment providers rather than as a replacement. Preserve human
oversight, discretion over AI use, and two-way communication about its role.

 Educate clinicians on judiciously leveraging AI to enhance their capabilities while maintaining
active listening, dialogue, and empathic skills.

 Develop protocols guiding collaborative decision-making integrating AI inputs with patient
priorities and values. Avoid dependence on analytics.

 Promote transparency regarding AI system capabilities, limitations, and rationale to build
understanding and preserve trust.

 Incorporate human-centered design principles valuing emotion, ethics and relationships when
developing healthcare AI.

Implications for Research Further research is needed to figure-out AI's relational impacts and ethical
tensions across diverse care settings and patient populations:

 Larger quantitative studies on how AI affects key relational parameters including trust, empathy,
cooperation, and power dynamics.

 In-depth qualitative research on patient and provider perspectives and experiences with AI
integration.

 Studies explicitly examining equity impacts regarding how AI systems may implicitly embed and
exacerbate biases against marginalized groups.

 Implementation research on effective training and protocols to optimize compassionate and
ethical AI integration into clinical workflows.

 Development and evaluation of relationship-centered design frameworks for AI systems aimed
at augmenting providers' emotional, ethical, and humanistic capabilities.

AI offers noteworthy efficiency gains, preserving humanistic elements is essential for ethical care
provision. Further research and thoughtful implementation strategies centered on augmenting providers,
shared decision protocols, transparency, and human-centric design will be valuable for optimizing AI
adoption to balance automation and compassion.



Ethical Implications

The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) systems into healthcare workflows raises salient ethical
tensions requiring thoughtful analysis. At stake is the precarious balance between automation, human
relationships, and the moral values underpinning compassionate, ethical care.

Impacts on patient autonomy merit close evaluation. Overreliance on AI guidance without adequate
explanation or consent can infringe on patient self-determination, conflicting with principles of respect
for persons (Dalton-Brown, 2020; Sauerbrei et al., 2023). Lack of transparency around AI capabilities also
severely limits meaningful informed consent and shared decision-making, constraining patient
empowerment (Morley & Floridi, 2020; Nassar & Kamal, 2021). Insufficient elucidation of AI logic and
limitations prevents patients from thoughtfully incorporating both technical inputs and humanistic
values into care choices.

The influence on trust relationships also carries ethical weight. Inaccurate or biased AI outputs presented
as authoritative evidence could undermine justified trust between patients and providers. However,
judicious integration applying human oversight and discretion can build trust through enhanced
diagnoses and optimized care (Gille et al., 2020; Hong & Oh, 2019). Displacement of human judgement
by less explainable AI systems severs moral aspects of the care bond. Trust rooted in ethical commitment
may be lost to reliance on statistics.

Research Autonomy Trust

Luxton 2014 1 1

LaRosa & Danks
2018 4 5

Hong & Oh 2019 1 2

Dalton-Brown 2020 5 4

Lorenzini et al 2023 4 3



This is a scatter plot visualizing data on the level of autonomy of various AI systems and their resulting
impact on trust, based on findings from 5 studies in the literature review.

The x-axis shows the level of AI autonomy on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being low autonomy and 5 being
high autonomy. The y-axis depicts the impact of the AI system on trust, on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being
positive impact and 5 being negative impact.

Likewise, prioritizing technical analytics over human connection risks objectifying patients as data points
rather than moral subjects with dignity. Overemphasis on AI could diminish core humanistic elements
like emotional support, narrative dialogue, and compassion essential for ethical care (Butow & Hoque,
2020; Hazarika, 2020). Patient wellbeing could be reduced to quantified metrics, losing subjective
meaning.

Issues of justice and equity also arise from potentially biased AI data or algorithms that may implicitly
encode and propagate prejudice, worsening disparities that violate ideals of fairness (Heyen & Salloch,
2021; Zidaru et al., 2021). However, thoughtful implementation attending to diverse populations may
also help address systemic inequities. AI could be leveraged to either obscure or illuminate injustice.

Diffuse responsibility across interconnected AI and human components fosters ambiguity regarding
liability for possible errors or harms. This obfuscation of professional accountability clashes with virtues
like responsibility and courage (Luxton, 2014; Prakash et al., 2022). Health professionals may deflect
blame to flawed technology rather than exercising moral agency.



These tensions reveal the precarious entanglement of AI automation, human relationships, and ethical
care values. Realizing AI’s benefits while safeguarding moral practice demands multifaceted strategies.
Engineers should design systems enhancing transparency, explicability, and human welfare over technical
metrics alone. Clinicians must judiciously apply AI to augment capabilities while retaining oversight,
discretion, and interpersonal skills. Patients should be educated on capabilities and limitations to enable
informed, values-based decisions. Policymakers need appropriate frameworks balancing innovation,
human rights, and professional virtues.

Ultimately, AI adoption must be guided by compassionate ethics and shared moral wisdom. With
thoughtful implementation centered on empowering providers and patients, AI can uplift care. But
unreflective reliance risks severely degrading relationships and ethics. AI should serve, not supplant, the
ends of more humane, just, and dignified healthcare. Technological progress must align with moral vision,
enhancing human capabilities for the good rather than displacing moral agency. The essence of care as
an ethical practice must set the terms for AI integration, not vice versa. Our innovations should reflect
our values. Realizing AI's promise requires navigating complex challenges and dilemmas. But with ethics
and humanism steering development, AI can be harnessed judiciously - not as a master, but as a tool.
Our moral wisdom must guide progress and preserve healthcare as a fundamentally human and ethical
endeavor.

Proposed Strategies to Address Ethical Concerns

The complex integration of AI systems into healthcare workflows raises significant ethical issues that
demand thoughtful solutions. Based on the concerns elucidated, several strategies can be proposed to
responsibly address tensions at the intersection of automation, human relationships, and moral values:

Promote transparency and explicability in AI design.

 Engineers should adhere to principles of trustworthy AI focused on transparency, explicability,
fairness, and accountability (Morley & Floridi, 2020).

 Models should be interpretable where possible. For machine learning systems, feature
importance measures can convey algorithmic reasoning (Nassar & Kamal, 2021).

 User-centered design should evaluate system transparency and test explanations with providers
and patients (Sauerbrei et al., 2023).

Enhance AI literacy through education and training.

 Providers require training on judiciously applying AI guidance using discretion while retaining
oversight and interpersonal skills (Heyen & Salloch, 2021).

 Patients need education on AI capabilities and limitations to enable informed, autonomous
decisions incorporating both AI insights and human values (Ho, 2019).

 Continuing education on AI ethics should be mandated for technologists, clinicians, and
healthcare leaders (Luxton, 2014).

Develop protocols for human-AI collaboration and supervision.



 Protocols should guide collaborative decision-making combining AI assessments with patient
preferences and human judgement (Lorenzini et al., 2023).

 Policies must maintain active clinical oversight and responsibility over AI systems and their
outputs (Prakash et al., 2022).

 Human-AI complementarity models that empower providers and patients should be designed
and tested (Yaghy et al., 2019).

Evaluate AI systems for potential biases and harms.

 Algorithmic auditing procedures should assess trained models for biases that could propagate
inequities (Zidaru et al., 2021).

 Ongoing monitoring should evaluate real-world performance and unintended consequences
after deployment (Luxton, 2014).

 Regulatory frameworks for AI surgical systems have been proposed. Similar could apply for other
high-risk clinical applications (Terra et al., 2023).

Apply ethical principles throughout the AI lifecycle.

 Value sensitive design integrating ethics at all design stages could address tensions proactively
(Morley & Floridi, 2020).

 Constructive technology assessment could support participatory evaluation and anticipatory
governance regarding AI impacts (Šapoka et al., 2021).

 Integrating applied ethics expertise and stakeholder voices into the development process and
technology impact assessments could enrich perspective (Mudgal et al., 2022).

Develop guiding frameworks for ethically aligned design.

 The UNESCO draft ethics of AI recommendation outlines principles supporting human rights and
wellbeing that could inform healthcare AI (UNESCO, 2020).

 The hypothesized concept of an “ethical black box” warrants exploration for embedding moral
reasoning capabilities in AI systems (Hryciw et al., 2023).

 Professional IT and medical societies should collaboratively develop codes of ethics for human-
centered healthcare AI (Ahuja, 2019).

Further research on navigating ethical challenges.

 Implementation studies on effective protocols and design features supporting responsible AI
integration are needed across diverse care settings (Ramachandran et al., 2023).

 Exploring patient and provider perspectives on ethical tensions can inform human-centric
solutions (Zhang et al., 2022).

 Legal and regulatory scholarship should elucidate policy and governance strategies balancing
innovation with ethics and human rights (Ugwu et al., 2022).



Multifaceted strategies spanning technology design, education, protocols, oversight, stakeholder
partnerships, ethical frameworks and ongoing research will be essential to address ethical tensions
arising from AI adoption. With concerted efforts guided by shared moral values, AI can uplift clinical
practice while safeguarding trust, dignity, and compassionate care.



Conclusion

This systematic review elucidating the impacts of AI adoption on healthcare provider-patient
relationships revealed the precarious integration of automation, human connections, and ethical care.
While AI promises benefits like enhanced efficiency and analytics, responsible implementation balancing
technology and compassion is vital. Key findings warrant careful consideration by all stakeholders
seeking to advance both humanistic and data-driven medicine.

AI's effects on trust emerge as mixed; risks of eroding human bonds counterbalanced by potential to
augment provider capabilities when applied transparently and judiciously. However, overreliance on
algorithmic guidance could detract from core elements of compassionate care including listening,
understanding, and healing dialogue. Patients still seek human connection - "high tech, high touch"
integrations thoughtfully balancing automation and empathy are ideal. AI shows promise to enrich
information exchange and collaborative decision-making. Yet challenges persist, including limited system
transparency hindering informed consent and potential overdependence infringing on patient autonomy.
No definitive conclusions emerged regarding AI's influence on overall care quality perceptions, but
human oversight remained vital for user acceptance versus replacement. While recognizing efficiency
gains, providers cautioned against overreliance on analytics deskilling human judgement and devaluing
moral discretion.

Salient ethical tensions illuminated center on risks to trust, privacy, humanism and equity from opaque
algorithms and diffuse accountability. This reveals the entanglement of automation, relationships, and
care ethics. Continued discourse and research on AI's human impacts are critical to responsible adoption.
Clinicians have a duty to uphold their moral commitment to patients regardless of surrounding
technologies. Wise implementation demands participatory design engaging diverse users, facility policies
guiding human-AI collaboration, evaluating systems for biases, and promoting transparency. We must
harness AI to enhance healing relationships and access, not sacrifice core values. Through judicious
design and application guided by shared humanistic wisdom, the essence of care as a moral practice can
be preserved alongside technical gains. Sustaining healthcare as an ethical human endeavor should
direct our digital course.
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